
 
Protocol of the Fachschaft meeting from 08th December in  winter semester 10/11 

Date:  Wednesday, December 08th, 2010 
Time:  19:30h – 21:10h 
Place:  Flensburg (Rieve) 
Attendees: Ansons, Lara  / Asarite, Laura / Ferenczy, Zsanett /  Kenntner, Christian / Schau, Patrick  /  
Absentees: Zimmer, Sebastian 
Protocol:  Kenntner, Christian 

 
Topics: 

1. Welcoming two new members 
2. Latest news 
3. Lecturer meeting 
4. Finances 
5. Logo-contest 
6. Semesterend-party 
7. Debate-night 
8. Next meeting 

 
 
1. Welcoming two new members 
This time joining: Laura Asarite and Zsanett Ferenczy. Herewith the Fachschaft is happy to also have 
students from other countries than Germany! 
 
2. Latest news 
The idea of collecting book-money that came up in the last Fachschafts-meeting was seen as a great 
approach by the Fachschaft. Library-members as well as the head of studies, Mrs. Gaitanides liked 
the idea. The responsibility is with Mrs. Gaitanides and she does not want to raise an extra fee for 
the students of EUS. Therefore the Institute for International Management gave 1.500€ to European 
Studies to buy books. If there are still wishes for books – an email to the Fachschaft or Mrs. 
Gaitanides should be sent as soon as possible. 
 
New books of this money first go into the Semesterapparat of Mrs. Gaitanides: They have to be in the 
library as a condition to get the money, but they will be present and it is not possible to borrow 
them. In a long term view there shall be a little European-Studies-Apparat with some books that are 
needed constantly. 
 
In the end of January the new SWOT-analysis is coming up. Since the library plans on restructuring 
their webpage the Fachschaft wants to include some questions of how to improve the site. It will 
always be available in an English version. 
 
The topic of missing grades from the last meeting is taken care of. Sophie Wulk wants to get done 
with the grades until Christmas. For Philosophy and Mr. Panther’s first semester class the grades 
should also be available. Mr. Panther is working on the second semester grades now. 
 
 
3. Lecturer meeting 
The Fachschaft wants to write an Email to Mrs. Gaitanides and would like to ask about a new 
lecturer-meeting. Topics might be: Internships (see protocol from 24.11.2010), cultural differences 
respectively behavior in class and in respect to other students, the results of the SWOT-analysis. 
 
 
 
 



 4. Finances 
Already announced by Treasurer Christian Kenntner is that in the next meeting he will give an 
overview over the financial status of the Fachschaft. The report to the AStA has to be handed in in 
January as well.  
 
 
5. Logo-contest 
As Patrick Schau has found out: Hoodies will cost 25€. The Fachschaft wants to try to find out if there 
is the possibility to get a sponsor as well. The best idea was asking ‘Flensburger’ so far since the name 
also fits well with the rest of the logos on the shirt. 
 
The competition consists of two parts. People are also allowed to take part in the logo-designing 
only. The following conditions have been put up and agreed upon: 

- The aim is to create a logo for European Studies 
- It shall fill the whole back of the hoody (so make it a large size logo) 
- No use of too many colors 
- The color of the hoodies will be decided on dependent on the winner of the logo-contest 
- The logo has to be connected to EUS 
- The two logos of the universities of Flensburg and Sønderborg can be used 
- The participants shall be very creative 
- The winner gets a hoody for free 
- Teams of max. 2 people possible 
- Hand in as: JPG, Indd., PSD, 
- Time is given from the announcement (via email) until January 31st, 23:59h. 

NO PDFs 

Since the Fachschaft has quite many members now, the decision upon the logos will be taken within 
the Fachschaft.  

 
6. Semesterend-party 
Towards the end of the semester it is thought of having a EUS semesterend-party. The Fachschaft 
right now plans with Wednesday February 9th 2011. There is the idea that it should be a theme-
/motto-party of some kind. For a location we need to find out, if the Campelle might work out 
(problem: Campelle belongs to the DIAKO or some other organization outside the FLU). The winner 
of the logo-contest will be announced there as well. 
 
 
7. Debate-night 
Brought in by the new students there is the idea to launch a debate-evening. In a nice and 
comfortable situation a topic will be set and interested students can read for it whatever they want 
and discuss. The Fachschaft decides to try this idea. There will be a pilot and in the case of success 
and interest this can be implemented as a regular thing. Further decisions shall be made in the first 
meeting of the new year. 
 
 
11. Next meeting 
The next meeting will be held on January 12th at 20:00h at Rieve. 


